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About This Game

At a reception organised in honour of his daughter, Melvyn Bromsby, a rich tycoon, is about to make an important
announcement concerning his future business affairs when, all of a sudden, a shot rings out. Sir Bromsby collapses, having

suffered a mortal wound to the heart...
A baffling murder, dozens of witnesses and numerous places to visit around Victorian London. You play Sherlock Holmes, and

use all your skills to shed light on this mysterious case.

Assume the role of Sherlock Holmes and Doctor Watson and meet all the heroes of the novels: Inspector Lestrade,
Wiggins, Mycroft and many others!

Investigate 5 murders! Over 40 witnesses to question, 200 clues to uncover and over 25 hours of gameplay to solve the
mystery.

Explore Victorian London, which is magnificently and faithfully reproduced in 3D.

Between each level Sherlock Holmes sets you a quiz which will validate your progress in the case.

The adventure is full of vivid cut scenes to heighten the dramatic aspect of the story.
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Even though this game is in early access, it is fun and I would like to see what else the developers are adding. There are the
occasional bugs but overall this is a pretty decent game.. Who did the graphics on this?
Lowering quality just lowers the resolution so that even menu fonts aren't readable!. If you like to replay the same game over
and over again on the same map with a time limit of 1-2 hours per game, then this is for you.
Honestly, the concept is good, but not that much variety from buildings and units.
Also always playing on the same map and the time limit makes it really boring. A campaign would have maybe the 5\u20ac
worth it, but without it this game is just 2\u20ac worth. Won't recommend to buy it. Music and Sounds aren't made that well
too.. If you're not red then you're dead. Good tutorial if you want some quick method to blend your colors. Is not for the "very
beginners" I think, but help a lot for some folks who don't have a clue how to paint over your lines and it is a cheap tutorial who
worth every penny spent on it. Just finished "Ourai no gahkthun - what a radiant brave" and got a great amount of enjoyment
outta it. I played the other version prior to buying this on steam.

Firstly, the settings. Its a Victoria Steampunk Dystopian world, with people living in perpetual grey. It is rather unique
comparing to the previous novels i have read.

Secondly, the characters and story. The author wrote both protagonist quite convincingly, along with a pretty colorful cast. The
designs of the main characters are top notch - they all look beautiful. However, some of them need more
screentime/developments. The story were inspired by various pieces of literature like dante's inferno, romeo & juliet...or even
Lovecraft's "the music of eric zahn" and "the colour out of space".

Thirdly, the soundtrack. The ambience sound is classical music appropriate to the settings, ramp up to eleven in h-scenes. The
fighting music is rather lacking but i could bear with it. The voice actors/actresses did a really good job, especially the main
character, Neon Scalar's. Every little sounds she made are infinitely cute.

Lastly, the ending. It's perfect. Thats the kind of ending I like most.

Overall, "Ourai no gahkthun - what a radiant brave" is a great read and one of the best visual novel you could buy on Steam.
Despite not being perfect, it still get a spot in my top 10 most favorite visual novels.. This is one of my first VR experiences and
all I can say so far is wow...

I fond this game so addictive and rewarding! Vs my normal games, because it had a more "real" sensation to it, I felt I gained
something to a different level.

Now moving onto the game specifics.

For a first VR game it is brilliant, the artwork and textures are brilliant and so smooth. The physics of the box and arrow; even
though I am no trained archer, are so accurate and fantastic with the added benefit of not taking all too long to adapt to.

I will be keeping an eye out for future games from these guys for sure!

Keep up the brilliant work and I look forward to future releases!. No Controller Mapping :(
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Before you continue reading or buy, read what the developers have to say in the Early Access Game notes. Know what their
plans are...

The standout feature of BFB is the executions. Run up to an enemy and you can perform an execution, which there are several
different styles. Executions on humans seem to be the most polished while executions on animals can be performed they are
broken. The executions are gory and generally end up with the victim being torn from their limbs, showing their spines and
other internals dangling out

Combat is not very inspiring, you are a giant mech trying to shoot tiny, fast moving, targets where pin point accuracy is required
to hit your targets. If this doesn't change then be prepared for a mediocre experience. Having said that it's something that can be
easily fixed by the dev's. One option would be allow the projecticles to gravitate towards enemies (not homing missiles)
allowing near misses to become hits, therefore slightly more forgiving on current pin point accuracy.

The first party of the game has you trundling around for around an hour or so through empty streets and building, before adding
some K9's to kill, eventualy adding more intelligent, human, foe's. All of which is interspersed by some puzzle mechanics that
need to be overcome to continue on your journey.

A hacking mechanic is in game, which all you have to do is hold a key down to perform the hack. Hack a terminal and you get a
little mono rail journey towards a camera you can view and then hack another camera until you can hack a switch that opens a
door. Very similar to Watch Dogs, though it needs more polish and copying Watch Dogs mechanic and style for hacking would
be no bad thing.

Level designs are OK, though you will find yourself inside narrow buildings and outside in streets being lead down a corridor,
with only one way to go. Outside there is plenty colours as the Manchester streets are over grown with fooliage, while the inside
of buildings are mostly barren and empty. Though there is a nice night club building you visit briefly.

It took me around 90 minutes to complete what is currently available, the total play time for Episode One is guestimated to be
3hours.

If the Dev's are serious about their game then I would expect EA development time to continue towards the 12 month time to
apply the polish needed to this game.

Early Access games are difficult to review. Line up 10 EA games together and their current feature set and level of polish will
differ significantly. If you don't like to play games which contain bugs and expect all features to be present then I recommend
you never buy an EA game. On the flip side, if you like what you see and want to support the developers then go for it.. bad
game, ends to quick, ETC.. I love the theme and becouse you got all the cards from the start defenetly wroth that 10\u00a3. Just
the feeling to smash your opponent face with an hasburg Vampire prince is pricless. I hope later on they ad more cards .. No..
Just no. I know the game is cheap, but honestly, it's the equivalent of a free, mediocre flash game from 10 years ago (which I
think it might literally be). The graphics are awful, with it not being clear which screen elements are part of the UI and which
are just there for looks, and the gameplay is dull and repetitive.

You basically take turns adjusting which kinds of ants you want, buying upgrades, and occasionally engaging in a random battle
with bugs and such. Every part of this is dull; even the battles consist of clicking "Attack" or "Retreat" and then seeing numbers
change.

Also, if you are getting SimAnt vibes, you're wrong; it's more like a crappy business management sim that replaces business
with ants. There is no real time aspect to this at all; it's just tweaking numbers and then clicking the button to move on to the
next turn and see what happens.

Highly advise against wasting your time on this.. We need english. I LOVED every second of this journey.....Its like you created
it just for me. Loved the music, Loved the sacred geometry shapes, colors and all around vibe....I will be using it as a meditation
tool. PLEASE PLEASE PLEASE create more .....Blessings to your team, you guys rock :). The Best <3. Despite of a few bugs
Geopolitical Simulator 3 is an exceptionally clever and entertaining game! Of course strategic gaming must be your thing in
order to fully appreciate MOW. It has more body than for example Civilization (which in itself is also a good game). It is very
interesting to see what influence your various decisions have in the field of domestic or foreign policy, financial health,
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economic growth or social aspects. Also the causal relations between investing\/cutting in a particular sector, creating contracts,
growth, unemployment, production, trade balance, budget deficit, privitization etc..etc.. is very realistic, interesting and
entertaining. Fun to read the newspaper on which impact your various decisions have, how it is presented and how well it is
received by public opinion. One of the things I have learned is that you certainly can't satisfy all of the people and organizations
in a country. And most of the time it is a real challenge just to keep your head above the water. But all the more satisfying it is
when you do manage to create a contract, see that the invested tax payer dollars create economic growth an jobs etc..etc..
Untill now I played only USA and I noticed that you realy have to balance between containing the budget deficit, stimulating
economic growth, your popularity rating and your dependence on congress which you will need in order to push foreward your
policy. You come to understand and realize the dilemma's most leaders also must have in real life! Also, don't trust the
republicans hahaha. If you for example ask the head of the republican party to support you on a bill in congress, he says he will
do so, but instead they stabb you in the back once it is voted on (that is if they don't agree with the bill of course). All in all I am
very enthousiastic about this game.
If I had to rate it on a scale of 1 to 10, I would say 11.
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